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In a decision released on April 3, 2007, the Tax Court provided new insights into the recovery period for depreciating water wells, drip irrigation systems and grape trellises. While the classification of property for depreciation purposes is, in part, a facts and circumstances matter within the context of the class lives assigned by the Internal Revenue Service, the case of Trentadue v. Commissioner provides helpful insights into how the three types of property should be classified for depreciation purposes.

The facts of the case

The decision in Trentadue v. Commissioner involved a California grape producer who also owned a winery and processed the grapes into wine. The taxpayer had claimed depreciation on grape trellises as seven year property (a 10-year class life) on drip irrigation as seven year property and on a water well as seven year property. The Tax Court agreed that the grape trellises were seven year property (as “machinery and equipment” used in the production of “... crops or plants, vines ...”) because the trellises were movable and reusable and were not designed to remain permanently in place. The drip irrigation system and the water well, however, were held by the Tax Court to be “15-year property” as “land improvements.”

What is a “land improvement”?

The determination of the proper classification of the grape trellises as seven year property was hardly surprising, as was the classification of the drip irrigation system as 15-year property but the holding on water wells as 15-year property runs counter to some older IRS authority.
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In applying the factors to the situation in Trentadue, the court found the factors tended to suggest that both assets were land improvements rather than machinery or equipment. In dictum, the court noted that “. . . an above-ground irrigation system would more likely be classified as machinery or equipment, whereas one buried in the ground would more likely be classified as a permanent land improvement.” That leaves open the possibility that above-ground center pivot irrigation facilities might be seven year property.

Other authority for water wells

For over half a century, IRS has maintained that the drilling costs for water wells were not depreciable but parts of wells such as piping and casings were depreciable. Yet, a passage in the regulations stated that expenditures for making structures such as wells involved depreciable property. Also, IRS ruled in 1972 that water wells providing water for raising poultry or livestock “whether they are unlined or contain replaceable or nonreplaceable casings or linings” were “other tangible property” and, thus, eligible for investment tax credit, which was then available. To be eligible for investment tax credit, the property had to be depreciable property.

The Tax Court decision in Trentadue did not cite any of those authorities. Indeed, the court in Trentadue stated that “there is no question in this case about whether the subject assets were depreciable.” That statement, and the holding in the case, would seem to resolve the question of whether water wells with a determinable life (as established in Trentadue) used for business purposes are, in fact, depreciable. Moreover, it is the position of the Tax Court that water wells are 15-year property, eligible for 150 percent declining balance depreciation. If upheld by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, which is expected, the guidance should have even greater standing.
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